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SHOW & TELL 

TATI DENNEHY 

 
 

Tati Dennehy is an established ceramic sculptor who recently completed  Art in 

Mental Health: A Foundation Course in Art Therapy. 

(Header images left to right: Howling Bitch; Prayer to Flight; The Cat' Mother.) 

The main area of exploration for my work is the human form and its connection 

to nature, feeling and relationship. My pieces are built up in coils of clay; 

sculptural and occasionally functional, they seek to celebrate the body in its 

many forms. 

I draw on a mix of imagery from my life, my Dartmoor environment, my travels, 

my friends and my dreams. I strive to create work which explores the 

vulnerability and wonder of the human condition with reverence and with 

humour. I feel my work is created in a strange inner world of dreams, emotion, 

archetypes and nature's wildness. 

(Images and text © Tati Dennehy) 
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Cow Goddess                         Jacob 

   

Owl Woman                                        Mermaid 

Another important area of exploration in my work is teaching, for which my 

enthusiasm has grown over the years as I have watched so many people's 

creativity develop and blossom through the medium of clay. My weekly classes 

and one off weekend workshops are run from my studio in my beautiful garden,  

(Images and text © Tati Dennehy) 
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at my home on the edge of Dartmoor. They cover all aspects of ceramic 

sculpture and pottery, including Raku and garden sculpture,and are open to all 

levels of ability, in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere usually featuring cups of 

tea and cake! 

.     

                          The Palindrome Twins              Alone 

. 

    

                      The Howling Inside                             Alone 

 
 

See:   www.tatidennehy.com 
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